Penn Health-Tech Says Welcome (Back) With Great Fall Line Up

August is the Sunday of Summer… always over before you’re ready

All good things come to an end – including summer. No worries. You can still have a spring to your step this fall with Penn Health-tech. We’ve got the programming calendar to fuel your ideas and keep you connected.

Apply by Sunday, September 16th

Have an idea for a novel medical device or health care technology innovation?  
Need funding to move your idea forward?

Penn Health-Tech and the Penn Center for Health Care Innovation are providing an opportunity for faculty, staff, and students to apply for funding to support project ideas in health-tech and medical device development that address unmet clinical needs. Projects that cross departments, schools, and promote sharing expertise are strongly encouraged. Teams selected to participate receive seed funding up to $50,000, project support, and access to subject matter experts.
Meet-UPs unite clinicians and engineers together to brainstorm on an unmet medical need.

Office Hours offer appointment times to work through selected health technology development topics and phases one-on-one with an expert.

Cross-disciplinary students can take a deep dive into health innovation with our Makerthon. Form a team and collaborate on a simple prototyping project. Go to our website for all the info you need and register to come to our Rothberg Catalyzer Kickoff on Sept 6 in Levine Lobby from 6pm-8pm!